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1433) became acquainted with the mysticism of Hesychasm.
On his return to Russia he protested  against  monastic
absorption in worldly interests.   Monks should surrender
their lands and return to their original profession of poverty.
His followers were nicknamed the 'Non-Possessors'.   The
opposition to Nil Sorski's proposals was led by St. Joseph of
the Volokolamsk monastery (1439-1515)- The 'Possessors'
were able administrators ready to co-operate with the Tsar
in the tasks of government: monasteries were to become the
nursery of future bishops.   If they were to be trained for
bishoprics, the monks must be freed from economic anxieties:
the possession of lands was a necessity.  The Josephites in-
sisted on unquestioning obedience to superiors and a rigorous
enforcement of minute details of the external forms of asceti-
cism. Personality was to be reduced by strict discipline to a
common level.   One's own opinion was 'the mother of all
passions: opinions are the second Fall of Man'. The 'Non-
Possessors' regarded asceticism as but a means to an end,
and their aim was that inner freedom for the activity of the
spirit which should lead to the soul's perfection.  Through
this action of the spirit and through contemplation the monk
should ultimately attain by the path of prayer to union with
God. Monasticism must be liberated from the control of the
State, while the persecution of heretics must cease: heretics
should be confined in monasteries until they should come
to a realization of the truth.   In the thought of Nil Sorski
we catch the echo of Byzantine mysticism: introspection and
silence, united with a never-sleeping watchfulness over man's
vagrant thoughts, will fashion a permanent attitude of the
soul so that temptation will lose its power. The fruit of the
surrendered life is joy ineffable: prayer unspoken rises spon-
taneously from the heart.   The mind is taken captive by
Another's strength. Then doth the soul pray not by asking,
but doth rise above asking: it gains a foretaste of eternal
felicity and in that bliss forgets itself and everything terres-
trial.
But Nil Sorski failed to persuade the monks of Russia:
the 'Possessors' held their ground. His disciple Vassian
Kossoi stigmatizes in bitter denunciation the avarice and the
harshness of the wealthy monastic landlords: his pamphlet

